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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about behavioral modiEcation, both as a philosophical ambition and as a military

application. This topic is vast — so I'll focus on a few relatively recent developments, especially in

the area of magnetogenetics. But Erst, morality pills!

Morality Pills

In August 2020, Forbes published an article titled, "Could A 'Morality Pill' Help Stop The Covid-19

Pandemic?" It was based on the opinion of a bioethicist Parker CrutchEeld who stated the

following:

"Moral enhancement is the use of substances to make you more moral. The psychoactive

substances act on your ability to reason about what the right thing to do is, or your ability

to be empathetic or altruistic or cooperative."

The problem that CrutchEeld was trying to solve with his theoretical 'morality pills' was the pesky

COVID contrarians, the proverbial grandma killers who refused to comply with masking and social

distancing.

"The problem of coronavirus defectors could be solved by moral enhancement: like

receiving a vaccine to beef up your immune system, people could take a substance to

boost their cooperative, pro-social behavior."

The author seemed to think very highly of his own ability to make perfect decisions about things

— including about the best pandemic response — and therefore he had no qualms about

imposing his opinions on others in the form of pills or, perhaps, morality injections. He went as

far as to say that "a solution would be to make moral enhancement compulsory or administer it

secretly, perhaps via the water supply."

CrutchEeld further referred to his work, in which he explored the concept of enhancing

democracy by secretly medicating the citizens. He stated the following:

"Some theorists argue that moral bioenhancement ought to be compulsory. I take this

argument one step further, arguing that if moral bioenhancement ought to be compulsory,

then its administration ought to be covert rather than overt. This is to say that it is

morally preferable for compulsory moral bioenhancement to be administered without the

recipients knowing that they are receiving the enhancement.

My argument for this is that if moral bioenhancement ought to be compulsory, then its

administration is a matter of public health, and for this reason should be governed by

public health ethics.

I argue that the covert administration of a compulsory moral bioenhancement program

better conforms to public health ethics than does an overt compulsory program. In

particular, a covert compulsory program promotes values such as liberty, utility,

equality, and autonomy better than an overt program does. [emphasis mine]."

Bravissimo! Does this combo of freedom and covertly administered forced medication come with

DeBlasio fries?

The good thing about morality pills is that they are seemingly theoretical … hopefully. How about

creating fake memories? That, now, is actual science! In 2014, Smithsonian Magazine published

an article titled, "Meet the Two Scientists Who Implanted a False Memory Into a Mouse," which

described a series of rather sadistic experiments showing that implanting false memories was

achievable. (Should we mandate morality pills for the scientists? Just wondering.)

Implanting a False Memory in a Mouse

The scientists did a number of manipulations that I will describe in great technical detail in just a

second — but the gist of it is that they placed a mouse in a particular box and gave the mouse a

foot shock while simultaneously triggering a memory of being in a different, "safe," box from an

earlier experiment when the mouse was is that other box without receiving the shock.

They then placed the mouse in the "safe" box again, and the mouse acted terriEed, as if it

associated that Erst box with being given a shock, while in reality the shock was given in the

second box, not in the Erst box. The conclusion that the scientists drew was that in the mouse's

mind, it "remembered" being given a shock in the box in which it had never been given a shock.

Great technical detail: Working with genetically engineered lab mice, the scientists injected their

brains with a biochemical cocktail that included a gene for a light-sensitive protein

(channelrhodopsin-2). The cells participating in memory formation would then produce the

protein and become light-sensitive themselves.

Namely, they "surgically implanted thin Elaments from the laser through the skulls of the mice

and into the dentate gyrus. Reactivating the memory — and its associated fear response — was

the only way to prove they had actually identiEed and labeled an engram [a unit of cognitive

information imprinted in a physical substance].

The researchers sacriEced the animals after the experiment and examined the brain tissues

under a microscope to conErm the existence of the engrams; cells involved in a speciEc memory

glowed green after treatment with chemicals that reacted with channelrhodopsin-2."

In order to manipulate a speciEc engram to create a false memory, they "prepared the mouse,

injecting the biochemical cocktail into the dentate gyrus. Next, they put the mouse in a box

without shocking it. As the animal spent 12 minutes exploring, a memory of this benign

experience was encoded as an engram.

The following day, the mouse was placed in a different box, where its memory of the Erst (safe)

box was triggered by shooting the laser into the dentate gyrus. At that exact moment, the mouse

received a foot shock. On the third day, the mouse was returned to the safe box — and

immediately froze in fear. It had never received a foot shock there, but its false memory, created

by the researchers in another box, caused it to behave as if it had."

Here you have it. The scientists were allegedly able to create a false memory in a mouse by

torturing it and its fellows. False memories, check. How about manipulating religious feelings in

people? Did the scientists try? Sure they did.

Experiments To Manipulate Religious Beliefs With Magnetism

In 2015, an article called, "Neuromodulation of group prejudice and religious belief" was

published in "Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience."

The authors of the study "presented participants with a reminder of death and a critique of their

in-group ostensibly written by a member of an out-group, then experimentally decreased both

avowed belief in God and out-group derogation by downregulating pMFC activity via transcranial

magnetic stimulation. The results provide the Erst evidence that group prejudice and religious

belief are susceptible to targeted neuromodulation."

Magnetogenetics

Speaking of magnetic stimulation, let's talk about magnetogenetics. Magnetogenetics is a

biological technique that involves the use of magnetic Eelds to remotely control cell activity.

According to the behavioral research company Noldus, "magnetogenetics, or the use of

electromagnetic control, involves activating cells using magnetic Eelds. With magnetogenetics

researchers have found a way to control neurons with electromagnets."

For context, magnetogenetics is adjacent to two other methods, optogenetics and

chemogenetics. Optogenetics is based on switching populations of related neurons on or off on a

millisecond-by-millisecond timescale with pulses of laser light. Optogenetics is an invasive

method that requires insertion of optical Ebers that deliver the light pulses into the brain.

Chemogenetics uses engineered proteins that are activated by designer drugs and can be

targeted to speciEc cell types. 

The "Magneto" Experiment

In 2016, two University of Virginia scientists demonstrated that neurons in the brain that have

been supplemented with a synthetic gene can be remotely manipulated by a magnetic Eeld. In

their own words, they "may have discovered a major step toward developing a 'dream tool' for

remotely controlling neural circuits."

At the time, Güler, a biology professor at UVA, and UVA neuroscience Ph.D. candidate Michael

Wheeler "engineered a gene that can make a cell sense the presence of a magnetic Eeld. They

coupled a gene that senses cellular stretch with another gene that functions as a nanomagnet.

This synthetic combination turns on only when in the presence of a magnetic Eeld, allowing them

to control neuronal activity in the brain."

"In a series of tests on mice that had the Magneto gene used to express comfort or

pleasure, the mice voluntarily went to a chamber of their cage where the magnetic Beld

was present, similar to going there as if food was present.

Likewise, when the magnetic Beld was turned off, the mice did not display any particular

preference for that area of the cage. But when the magnetic Beld was turned back on,

they again moved to that area of the cage. Mice without the Magneto gene did not

display any behavioral changes in the presence of magnets."

According to the Guardian, the premise of the experiment was that nerve cell proteins activated

by heat and mechanical pressure "can be genetically engineered so that they become sensitive to

radio waves and magnetic Eelds, by attaching them to an iron-storing protein called ferritin, or to

inorganic paramagnetic particles."

The technique used the protein TRPV4, which is sensitive to both temperature and stretching

forces that "open its central pore, allowing electrical current to jow through the cell membrane;

this evokes nervous impulses that travel into the spinal cord and then up to the brain."

The scientists "used genetic engineering to fuse the protein to the paramagnetic region

of ferritin, together with short DNA sequences that signal cells to transport proteins to

the nerve cell membrane and insert them into it …

When they introduced this genetic construct into human embryonic kidney cells growing

in Petri dishes, the cells synthesized the 'Magneto' protein and inserted it into their

membrane. Application of a magnetic Beld activated the engineered protein, as

evidenced by transient increases in calcium ion concentration within the cells."

"Next, the researchers inserted the Magneto DNA sequence into the genome of a virus,

together with the gene encoding green Nuorescent protein, and regulatory DNA

sequences that cause the construct to be expressed only in speciBed types of neurons.

They then injected the virus into the brains of mice, targeting the entorhinal cortex, and

dissected the animals' brains to identify the cells that emitted green Nuorescence. Using

microelectrodes, they then showed that applying a magnetic Beld to the brain slices

activated Magneto so that the cells produce nervous impulses."

When the scientists placed the animals into an apparatus split into magnetised a non-

magnetised sections, "mice expressing Magneto spent far more time in the magnetised areas

than mice that did not, because activation of the protein caused the striatal neurons expressing it

to release dopamine, so that the mice found being in those areas rewarding. This shows that

Magneto can remotely control the Hring of neurons deep within the brain, and also control

complex behaviours."

Let me just say that as a citizen, I don't feel particularly relaxed knowing that this research exists

— especially under today's circumstances. Usually, whenever there is a technology that is suitable

for behavioral modiEcation and crowd control, somebody tries to use it. Politicians and greedy

corporate leaders are funny this way! When there's a hammer …

Dr. James Giordano's Talk on Military Neuroscience

Speaking of hammers, I highly recommend you watch this mind-twisting, sci-E-sounding, and

frankly creepy presentation on military applications of neuroscience by Dr. James Giordano,

Professor at Georgetown University Medical Center who has served as a Senior Science Advisory

Fellow of the Strategic Multilayer Assessment group of the Joint Staff of the Pentagon.

In his presentation, Dr. Giordano talks about neuroweapons and how new developments in brain

science can be used in the military (and beyond). Some of the applications and scenarios he

describes will make you scratch your head very hard!

"Digital Vaccines"

Another area of behavioral modiEcation is the so called "digital vaccines," or behavioral

modiEcation software. According to the Center for Digital Health at Brown's Alpert Medical

School, digital vaccines are "a solution to the problem of creating sustained behavioral change"

and "a subtype of digital therapeutics, which use neurocognitive training to promote positive

human behavior using technologies like smartphone apps."

They are called "vaccines" because they create resistance to disease through a different

mechanism. (I would posit that they are called "vaccines" because it's a trendy, investor-friendly

word that might also potentially come with a lack of legal liability — but that's just my cynical

guess.)

Carnegie Mellon University hosts Digital Vaccine Project, an initiative that focuses on the

development and evaluation of "digital vaccine" candidates. Among other candidates, they are

talking about a "digital vaccine" for COVID-19, which looks suspiciously like a gamiEed, nudging

bot designed to train people to practice good "health-hygiene habits," as deEned by the owners of

the algorithm.

This sounds to me like a good ol' missionary in a shiny digital form: an unsolicited and unwanted

"boss" with a superiority complex and no sense of tact!

Sooner or later, the scientists will Egure out that their "patients" become annoyed by the bot out

of their wits — at which point the hopeful priests of behavioral modiEcation will come up with a

"Ex" on top of a "Ex" — and money will be made by investors every step of the way — as it usually

goes, at the price of the people.

Let me end by saying that technological behavioral modiEcation is a rotten idea, driven by

maniacs. The fact that hunger for total control is so painfully prevalent in our world doesn't

change the pathological nature of that hunger.

The need for mechanical control is born out of fear and anxiety, and that's undeniable. And yes,

today, the Machine still reigns and has the power to bully but without a doubt — whichever way

we get there — we are moving toward a world where we are fully alive and free. The stronger and

braver we are in the face of the darkness, the sooner we get free.

About the Author

To End more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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Morality consists of conformity to community norms. We each live our lives in multiple communities, each of which has different moral

standards - sometimes widely different, like those for a Buddhist monk community vs a maEa community, or the difference between a

corporate sales community and a charity, or the difference between an honest caring family and a dysfunctional or abusive one. A drug

or technique that makes us more "moral" simply makes us more pliable, more easily manipulated, less individualistic.

Fear does the same  Being threatened with torture, death, or other physical, mental, or spirit abuse can be seen as  "making us more

moral" in the eyes of the abusive community. Actual abuse  by individuals or communities can have the same effect. Punishing or

abusing someone or some community publicly has "moral" effects - on the individual and also on other Individuals and communities.

Facebook's public warnings that "this page posts about COVID-19" demonstrates that exposing your beliefs about community issues

like COVID or vaccines is "immoral" unless it conforms to the Facebook imposed community standards. This is simply abuse, under the

guise of science and morality.

The abuse extends beyond the individual being punished publicly to anyone who "might not conform" to that community standard, that

moral view. Banning a Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube user without clear accusation and with no possibility for defence is not a "moral

behavior" it's an abusive use of power. Unfortunately it is often and easily marketed as being a morally responsible action. A drug or pill

that "enhances morality" is simply "abuse of the individual". Enforced facemasks, sanitizing, social distancing, and vaccinations are also

abuse designed to increase overall conformance to bureaucratic community standards.
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No "morality" is not based upon cultural norms (code for dogma, often religious), true morals are based upon natural laws and

pragmatism which leads to best survival and thriving of a population. Some of the bible 10 commandants are similar, but some

are not supciently pragmatic, or plain wrong e.g. elders should not always be respected, and we have had several generations of

bad elders, notably the boomers being the peak of shameful behaviour! I saw reprehensible behaviour by my grandfather too.

Some "morality", manners, and etiquette have been used to excuse shockingly bad behaviour and justiEed some quite bizarre

behaviour, by those who should know better.
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Keythong: Yes, it's true, as you say, ""morality" is not based upon cultural norms." That's not what I said. I said morals are based

on community. Not just culture. Family is community - but not culture Corporations are communities - but not culture. Religions

are communities and partly culture. True morals are not "based upon natural laws and pragmatism." There are no natural laws

except those natural laws of community.  Adam, alone in the garden of Eden, could not break a single one of the ten

commandments.  When God arrived, the Erst community, brought the Erst commandment - believe in one God.

When Eve arrived, another community emerged. Anyone who is married knows that a couple is a community. Murder was

possible - but not adulatory. When family arrived, communities became more complex. Murder was possible. As the

communities grew, moral complexity grew and grew. Without communities - there are no morals. No one can live in "one

community". Not even a wolf or a lion lives their entire lives in a single community. Morals don't belong to humans - and certainly

not to  "individual" humans. Communities of wolves and of lions develop their own morals.
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Neuroscientists have been working on a number of advanced techniques with

military applications

)

Magnetogenetics is a technique of using magnetic Eelds to remotely control cell

activity

)

In human experiments, scientist experimented with reducing religious feelings)

In animal experiments, researchers were able to induce speciEc behaviors in mice

using genetically modiEed viruses and magnetic Eelds

)

Another area of behavioral modiEcation is “digital vaccines,” which is special software for behavioral change)
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No drug or technique can make a person more 'moral'.  That is a heart issue.  A heart and its attitude toward truth.  Drugs &

techniques imposed from outside ....can only disable moral free will & soulish control over a person's own body & vessel

.........which is immoral in itself; or encourage hypocrisy which is choosing to willfully act against known truth, conforming to lies

or immoral commands, practices, techniques etc.  Injuencing choice intellectually & deceptively, with sophistry;  or imposing

external force, torture, etc....are immoral in themselves, deviating from known conscientious truth where every soul judges &

knows they should only do to others what they would have others do to themselves.

Even a child knows that.  It takes willful sophistication & rationalization to try & deny, or to evade that truth through philosophy or

self-justiEcation seeking 'exception clauses'.     If morality is conformity to community norms, then the insane run the asylum &

its moral for the sane to allow it.    Cannibalism can be 'moral'.  Murder.  Lying.  Pedophilia.  Rape.  Genocide.  Is that false

assertion & assumption of man being the measure of truth in the form of might makes right, or majority makes right.....both

errors ending in tyranny & destruction .....not the root of the issues we are facing right now?  That's just confusion.  Willful

insanity and irrationality.  Lawlessness.
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Adam was never alone, Versatile.  He was a created being.  Created by an eternal, personal, relating God...even within the

Godhead & forever, before Adam was created.  And of course Adam could have sinned.  The Erst commandment was known to

Adam with his knowledge & relationship with his Creator, & the evident truth in the creation into which he was placed testifying to

the truth of God's being & character & power; and the knowing, judging conscience within him.  .... The truth of I am the Lord, thy

God, thy Creator, was known to Adam innately and experientially, & to deny or act against that truth was a potential from the

beginning.  

True love demands free will choice.  Trials & tests manifest choice.  Adam knew good, & truth.  He just hadn't chosen to put Eve

before God who put the lying Serpent more subtil than any beast of the Eeld that God had made before God....so that they both

knew & received a lie then acted upon, & experienced evil at Satan's leading who knew of God's holiness & that he is perfectly

just, but nothing of his grace & mercy, being created & not eternal or omniscient, unholy & corrupt, & without foreknowledge of

God's provision.  

The woman was in the sin, but deceived.  The man willfully & knowingly sinning for her sake.  Satan sinned absolutely. Satan who

had already fallen & knew evil, iniquity being found in him....tempting man into the same, and into disobeying the one direct

negative commandment which God had given: one tree out of all of them in the garden from which they could freely eat, the fruit

of only one forbidden which they were not to eat else they'd die.  Truth is eternal, jowing from the character & being of God

himself.  Where truth is the law not to deny or corrupt it also is. Satan tempted them into following him into the same sin & evil he

knew: that old seducer and father of lies, accuser of the brethren who always lies, and always seeks to usurp the place of God &

to bring men into evil, corruption, & death.
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fundamentalassumptions: a very interesting conversation. Thanks for your input. I would change one word and then we might

discuss forever. I suggest changing "No drug or technique can make a person more 'moral'.  That is a heart issue." to That is a

spirit issue", I deEne spirits as intentions. Drugs and techniques - including mass psychosis - can change spirits. The evidence is

all around us.

My use of Adam as an example is only to illustrate that - without the community, without the minimal community of Adam and

God, there are no morals, there is no need for morals, and Adam cannot sin. Of course if Adam were to make a community, even

with an animal - a wolf-dog, for example, another community would be created, and moral issues could arise. Without

community, there are no moral issues. So there can be no moral or immoral behaviors. Morality requires community.
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They want you to be starving and hungry enough to eat the lab-created ersatz food when there is nothing left on supermarket shelves.  

They have more money than they could ever spend, so it must be about control.  

off-guardian.org/2022/01/07/living-in-epoch-deEning-times-food-agricu..   Farmerless farms manned by driverless machines,

monitored by drones and doused with chemicals to produce commodity crops from patented genetically engineered seeds for industrial

‘biomatter’ to be processed and constituted into something resembling food. Data platforms, private equity Erms, e-commerce giants

and AI-controlled farming systems. This is the future that big agritech and agribusiness envisage: a future of ‘data-driven’ and

‘climate-friendly’ agriculture that they say is essential if we are to feed a growing global population. The transformative vision outlined

above which is being promoted by the likes of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation amounts to a power grab.
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Does this give you any conEdence that the Biden administration is on the right track?

www.westernjournal.com/watch-devastating-14-seconds-biden-struggles-sp..
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And who deEnes morality? the people who want you to behave a certain way, or the government, or is it your belief in God and his word

revealed in the sacred writings of your faith?
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One pill makes you larger, another makes you small, the ones Fauci & friends give you don't do anything at all. Sigh. Don't we wish. G--

D--- robots and artiEcial intelligence proof positive of Garbage In, Garbage Out. Try to address some of the most basic simple problems

with most of the Too Bigs and get a G-- D--- Robot, AI, closed loop messaging, to End out what you already know - sucks to be you ming.

These birds have no business mucking around Creations' inEnite playground. Put them all together and the combined intelligence would

be less than a jea compared to what is already available through connecting with our full selves & our connection with Creation. It

seems more than apparent the Predator$ are bent on destroying our natural abilities to connect to a Whole larger than what they have

determined is perfection. Getting what you want is not necessarily a good thing. Tapping into the Pulse of Creation & Life can and

usually takes into areas outside your safety bubble, Modern Tower of Babble cubicle, to experiences you didn't know exist.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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Tessa - many of these projects are merely technicians looking for funding - what therefore must be considered is the aberrant mind set

of these funding seekers - they offer the carrot of the key to mind control - the oligarchs like Snake Gates salivate at the stated potential

of these Skinnerian behavioral applications and invest because this is the sought after goal - the key to human involuntary slavery - A

dolf Hitler had the same wet dreams - universal manipulation of the human psyche and the clearance of the road to TOTAL

DOMINATION - the ultimate fascist pursuit and a waste of resources by deranged mentally confused megalomaniacs
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Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM
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Parker CrutchEeld states, "My argument for this is that if moral bioenhancement ought to be compulsory, then its administration is a

matter of public health, and for this reason should be governed by public health ethics. I argue that the covert administration of a

compulsory moral bioenhancement program better conforms to public health ethics than does an overt compulsory program. In

particular, a covert compulsory program promotes values such as liberty, utility, equality, and autonomy better than an overt program

does." His argument is antithetic to what he is trying to "promote." Where is "liberty..equality..autonomy" when individuals are forced,

covertly or overtly, to do anything? Furthermore, who is the judge of what is "moral?"
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The current "technology" seems to be working just Ene now as for many decades if not thousands of years....First weaken the slave

class with poor diets and enforced austerity>>> followed by shaming and physical brutality to exact compliance/or today through

electronic "track"ing. Thus the inner animal succumbs to the crippling anxiety of "being hunted" and runs and hides or experiences a

Eght/jight mentality...People can't easily hide today being tagged with numbers, Engerprints, DNA and their internet proEles so they

stew in their own stress hormones..Mission Accomplished!
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EB2021
Joined On 8/27/2021 5:03:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"They are called "vaccines" because they create resistance to disease through a different mechanism. (I would posit that they are called

"vaccines" because it's a trendy, investor-friendly word that might also potentially come with a lack of legal liability — but that's just my

cynical guess.)"Conspiracy reality.
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Joined On 8/27/2021 5:03:06 PM
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In August 2020, Forbes published an article titled, "Could A 'Morality Pill' Help Stop The Covid-19 Pandemic?" It was based on the

opinion of a bioETHICIST Parker CrutchEeld who stated the following: "Moral enhancement is the use of substances to make you more

moral. The psychoactive substances act on your ability to reason about what the right thing to do is, or your ability to be empathetic or

altruistic or cooperative." Sorry, but how many degrees does this man have? We use our ABILITY to reason to determine truths;

reasoning isn't truth within itself. To claim to be "guided by reason", one must pre-suppose their reasoning to be true ... a circular

argument. ER departments are full of people who 'reasoned' that a DIY project instead of calling the 'guy' would save a few bucks.

Denying truth in unrighteousness leads to absurdity.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM
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What deEnes "religious"? Believing in something or anything? They'd better be careful with this one. Otherwise, they'll even lose their

dupes who follow global warming, mask wearing, jabs, Communism, and the rest of it.
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Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The brilliant TV series BLACKLIST is actually a list of predictions what criminal vaccine organizations and mad/crazy technocratic

"scientists" thugs are going to develop today and tomorrow. It's a mind boggling and scary what these devices are able to do. Some can

melt your brain using a extremely power electromagnetic waves, remotely using a remote controller, but on a short distance. The

example of this device was on one of the last episodes of season 9. Similar device was in one of the Erst episodes of season

one(2013). But there are more there. Highly recommend.
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Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So someone has found a cure for sin? Better tell God about this! And they think they can use magnetic stimulation to drive the Holy

Spirit out of a Christian? I bet not. Shades of Clockwork Orange!
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Extra extra read all about it! PRESIDENT OF GHANA - GOES ON NATIONAL TV IN GHANA TO TELL THE ENTIRE COUNTRY ABOUT THE

..... www.bitchute.com/.../mfCJWlggDZ8j
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As if I needed yet more evidence & certainty that Georgetown U is antichrist to its core.
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Violelise
Joined On 1/14/2022 9:27:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Geoengineered Transhumanism: How the Environment Has Been Weaponized by Chemicals, Electromagnetics, & Nanotechnology for

Synthetic Biology www.amazon.com/Geoengineered-Transhumanism-Environment-Electromagnetic..  ~ https://911nwo.com/?p=7484

 ~ www.crosswalk.com/faith/prayer/a-powerful-prayer-for-your-enemies.html
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As this sort of technology now exists and may be enacted covertly, I hope it is used responsibly. But I fear it may only serve to

complicate things. If eg. these vaccines are made mandatory, are the inventors going to use it on themselves, and thus control their

own behaviour?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This technology cannot be used 'responsibly' if as described.   Doing evil never brings a good end.....and this usurpation of the

place of God & playing God in the lives of one's fellow men is evil & antichrist, illegitimate.   Bringing judgment on both those

doing it, & those who allow it without a Eght.....& ultimately on this whole earth.  Legitimate communication reasons in the light,

giving the reasons for the opinions they hold; separating where necessary & agreement cannot be reached & in those cases short

of violation, assault etc as this clearly is.  

Judgment & punishment, management, has to be done openly & in the light with clearly established boundaries & limitations.

Stealing the free will choice of others not proven guilty of a capital crime beyond any shadow of a doubt, & before a jury of their

peers, stealing their personhood, is evil. God's legit missionaries bring a choice & point to truth evident in the creation,

conscience & the preserved word of God....forcing such a choice is antichrist, & incapacitating free will choice is doubly so.  Such

manipulation is Craft.  Devilish.  Bestial.

Men know conscientiously, unless they willfully coarsen their own conscience, that they should do to others only what they would

have done to themselves.  If they controlled themselves by the bounds of truth,  even evident & conscientious truth, they would

not pursue this line of 'research' & we wouldn't be having these conversations.  For these things God's judgment is coming, & if

men will not do right.....or continue playing games with truth & in denial of truth, right & wrong etc......then that judgment will

come sooner rather than later.  In fact, some of these things may actually be a part of that judgment & beginning of sorrows.
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Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM
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Read the Manchurian Candidate...it is more relevant than ever...Seeing it on video is even more convincing.
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Eduardoo
Joined On 6/24/2019 8:23:49 PM
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What nonsense! Where are we going in this "joke" of God?
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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To Revelation 6-19 KJB...or, at least they are.  God has the last laugh.  Psalm 2 KJB.  And all the saints in heaven, martyred,

naturally deceased, murdered, whatever...or raptured, who waited for the Lord & watched in faith, sure of his justice in the

experience of their own relationship of blessing & chastening with the Lord & the scripture...all in harmony; knowing that

vengeance is the Lord's, and that it is surely coming will then rejoice: for those judged at that time will be worthy. In the

meantime,we do not see the end from the beginning, or know the hearts of men surely: seeing only the evidence manifested in

folks' lives.  We know that it is not the Lord's will that any should perish & that all should come to repentance w/ saving faith; &

that so long as this age & earth remains: our commission is to warn others to enter in to salvation, & to acquire a sure share in

the inheritance of the Son, in the incorruptible & eternal, the blessed hope.  

This earth& heavens have an expiration date& corrupt,& so do the bodies of men: none of that corruption can enter into eternity

w/ the God who is holy, holy, holy & just as well as merciful, the Faithful& True. It must be atoned for, which Christ has done for

those who will receive it,w/cleansing. Those who've been washed in the blood of Christ by faith, now have the seal& treasure of

that assurance, the Holy Spirit testifying w/ our spirit& teaching, guiding by the preserved word of God, the sure & evidenced

promises: the sure small voice that never contradicts the word, both being the word of God if legit, even tho still wrapped in these

corruptible bodies capable of sin& being deceived w/o evident proving. It endures, w/corruptible jesh remaining, so that more

conscientious souls might have the same opportunity& sure promise before the new heavens& earth into which no sin, death or

corruption enter be come. We have entered into rest w/ God& in that assurance,but there remaineth a rest unto the people of God
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I'm afraid we are not "moving toward a world where we are fully alive and free", quite the opposite.
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Each individual in the race of mankind has a tripartite composition of body, soul& spirit. Our soulish& spiritual faculties express thru the

physical body& brain,but do not cease existing if that body breaks down, malfunctions or dies.God, in whose image man was made

pre-Fall (we're now in either the image of the 1st or 2nd Adam: the 2nd Adam who was also God justly capable of saving man,& divinely

able), whose existence is evident in the lawfulness& order of the universe,& in moral conscience which is constantly judging true or

false, real or not, right or wrong: in noting wrongs& offenses coming against ourselves proving the point& leaving us all w/o excuse...is

the source, the purpose & judge of these things.  

It is the same for all, including those who commit such heinous experimentation w/ evil intent toward others.  All they achieve is to pile

up more wrath upon themselves which will be judged, manifesting what they are& how deserving of that judgment. The  best response

to this is to 1st make sure that one's eternal soul& spirit are right w/ God while choice remains: today is the day of salvation; the

inheritance in the transformation of such is then assured.  Then to Eght & resist evil& lies w/ every knowing, conscientious shred of

one's being here, warning.  We can only strengthen these vile (relative to spiritually perfected, transformed of God, gloriEed, resurrection

bodies)& corruptible bodies so far& for so long.

At death the soul& spirit of the redeemed whosoevers who freely received that unmerited blessing, go to be w/ the Lord until the Enal

rest& reuniting of our bodies w/ soul& spirit at the resurrection (the Bible indicates there are several such 'harvests'), each in our own

time& place as Daniel was promised. Those who denied& turned from the conviction of conscience by the evident creation, conscience

& the scriptures preached or read w/ comprehension go to Hell to await the Enal judgment of the dead,reaping corruption unto

corruption
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You want me to watch you eat and talk about a burger and fries?  I want you to watch me vomit while you do.

What You Need to Know
About the COVID Shot, and
More
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Keythong
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It's called junk food for a reason, over 50% of that meal contains signiEcant plant toxins, and meatless 'food' will be far worse,

leading to even sicker people! Probably only intensive vegetable farms can be automated, but that junk which will ruin the soil,

and cause serious water pollution. Modern vegetable farms are only feasible with mass labour and/or intensive use of

diesel/electricity guzzling chemicals/machinery. Most vegetable Eelds should be plough up, and seeded with meadow plants to

refresh the soil, then grass to grow ruminant butter and meat, with the land automatically fertilised by dropped manure.

Animal food is far higher quantity, needs less water, and is far less polluting, and animals can move themselves for harvest, with

a little encouragement from trained farm dogs or light off-road vehicles. This cast serious doubt on the 'wisdom' of

seeds/plant/fruits in the bible, because vegetable agriculture may feed more people but at signiEcant health costs (e.g. seen in

Ancient Egyptian Skeleton damage), including generational regression from our prior superior apex-carnivore stature.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Ice Age Eugenics and Biodigital-convergence Now.Info The Borg minded compliant Chinese have survived umpteen mini, and likely

maxi, ice ages… and they have the recorded multi-millennia history and obviously repeatable systems, techniques, genetic history and

controllable hive mind dispositions to prepare for them… and now the whole world is being reshaped/reset into a global China

[type/like] Cult/Controlled Planet.  davidicke.com/2022/01/13/china-takes-over-the-world-for-the-cult-david..  Direct link to download

the above video here – Please re-upload and share far and wide. futurenews.news/watch

 downloads.banned.video/videos/9e796004-4803-4fa7-bae0-5a3e8936080a.mp4  

Companion/related mind control vid: TikToc is [Much] Worse Than You Thought https://youtu.be/t7STD2ESmWg    (save to Ele link

below) https://pastedownload.com/youtube-video-downloader/#url=https://youtu.be/t7STD2ESmWg      www.ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca

 https://electroverse.net/  For reference: https://

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/14/behavioral-modiEcation-and-neuroweapons.aspx  Dr. James Giordano's Talk

on Military [Conductive Nanoparticle] Neuroscience https:// youtu.be/aUtQbriWt64  (save to Ele with link below)

 pastedownload.com/youtube-video-downloader/#url=https://youtu.be/aUtQb..  Once the "why now" comes to light the imperative of

the eugenical "why" purpose/rationale of the current cull becomes obvious. Cyclical/predictable/observable "Ice Ages" (mini/maxi)

result in cyclical famines on the big ranch ball. (recommend saving this post and links within... it's sorta like serendipity doo [or terminal

doo-doo for the dodos] on steroids, right here, right now, Herr Doktor)
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solitairecat   .... We don't have to accept a life like that. Let's think "positive" for a change and make things better.
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